
Our company is hiring for a payment manager. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for payment manager

Gather requirements across diverse functional areas and work closely with
engineering teams and cross-functional teams to deliver digital global
payment solutions
Working with engineering teams and cross-functional teams to break down
complex problems into steps to deliver quality product with amazing
payment experience and easy to integrate
Managements of POCs and pilots for new technology & market opportunities
Ability to stay organized and prioritize multiple deliverables
Ability to deal with ambiguity in dynamic cross functional environment and
have fun
Leads and/or participates in assessments of a strategic nature including
competitive reviews, identification of payments industry best practices,
benchmarking
Leveraging existing and on a proactive basis, new and emerging research
networks, provides timely information to support and influence the decision
making
Achieve corporate and business strategies by defining and driving change
throughout the businesses
Assesses and analyses business strategy, business requirements, current state
environment and investment choices to evaluate business alternatives that
meet sponsor needs and satisfy transformational direction
Help set strategic directions for the Team by understanding the market and
future demands in terms of capacity, technical skills
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Leads the payment strategy and all projects within it, in close collaboration
with the business functions, IT and the markets
Responsible for all aspects of product management life cycle including the
management of products through growth to decline
Provides expertise across company on multiple areas of payment processing
expenses incurred by Kohl's annually
Establishes perspectives on payment technology and security working with
multiple business partners
Participate in industry discussions to broaden professional knowledge of new
standards and trends
Determines what is appropriate to adopt and train


